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Abstract 

This paper discusses Russian Federal Nuclear Center (RFNC)-VNIIEF activities in the area of 
nuclear material protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) procedures enhancement. 

The goal of such activities is the development of an automated systems for MPC&A at two of 
the active VNIIEF research sites: a research (reactor ) site and a nuclear material production 
facility. 

The activities for MPC&A system enhancement at both sites are performed in the framework of 
a VNIIEF-Los Alamos National Laboratory contract with participation from Sandia National 
Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, and PANTEX Plant in 
accordance with Russian programs supported by MinAtom. 

The American specialists took part in searching for possible improvement of technical solutions, 
ordering equipment, and delivering and testing the equipment, that was provided by the 
Americans. 
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Introduction 

Nuclear materials protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) are the key elements for a safe 
nuclear materials operations and for preventing unauthorized proliferation of nuclear materials 
and nuclear technologies. 

An effective system of nuclear material control and accounting (MC&A) based on personal 
responsibility and bookkeeping records had been historically developed within MinAtom as a 
whole and at VNIIEF in particular, and this system has been in effect for many years. At the 
present time, the computer technology for database management and new methods for objective 
verification of materials integrity and intactness raised the opportunity for further development 
and upgrading of MC&A systems. 

The upgrading of the VNIIEF MC&A system was initially started before the beginning of wide 
international cooperation in this area, but these activities received significant impetus in the 
frame of Lab-to-Lab cooperation between VNIIEF and US National Laboratories. This 
cooperation was not limited to the financial support from the US government, but also included 
transfer of experience and modem technologies and direct personal participation of US scientists 
and specialists to upgrade and enhance the MC&A system at VNIIEF. 

In 1995, a working model of a computerized MC&A system for the production cycle of a 
facility dealing with material in item form was created at VNIIEF (Ref. 1). 

The testbed model was demonstrated to specialists from Russia and US, as well as to the general 
public. It was also presented to the Prime Minister and members of the Russian government and 
a group of US senators and the US Department of Energy DOE) Secretary of Energy. The 
activities on the testbed creation have gained wide acceptance and were highly appreciated, 

Based on the results of this work and the lab-to-lab cooperation, VNItEF started to create 
modern computerized MPC&A systems at the operating research (reactor) site and a second 
production facility (Ref. 2). 

In the present report, the main results of these activities are briefly described representing a large 
amount of high-quality work. An important phase of work has been completed with the 
installation of the systems and preparing for the next step, i.e., their implementation into trial 
deployment. 

Description and Status of the Projects 

The MPC&A work to date has been directed toward implementing extensive integrated MPC&A 
systems at the two sites mentioned above. The nuclear material inventory at the research site 
consists entirely of items. The production site, because it processes bulk material into item 
forms, has an inventory not only of items but also bulk material in process, scrap, and 
combinations of items. 



The work done at the research site is both unclassified and classified, while all the work at the 
production site is classified. The US DOE Former Soviet Union (FSU) MPC&A program has 
developed assurance procedures for situations where the US does not have direct access to a site 
because of classification issues. These procedures are being applied to the MPC&A work done 
at both of these Russian sites. 

At both sites, all of the equipment is installed and functioning. This includes both Russian- and 
US-supplied instrumentation. The computerized control and accounting systems, written by 
VNIEF, are operational and in line. They communicate with the client computers in the remote 
buildings via a hard-wire network. Trial operation at both sites is beginning in parallel with the 
existing paper MC&A system. 

The Nuclear Material Protection, Control, and Accounting System Requirements 

The existing MC&A system at the sites and the accepted procedures for nuclear material (NM) 
handling assumes the following features: 

the existence of specific research program documents identifying NM parts and 
products needed for experiments, scope of experiments, and their time and location 
schedule; 
designation of employee personally responsible for all handling of NM; 
keeping track of all operations with NM in special log books; and 
periodical checks and inventory taking by specially assigned commissions. 

The system is based on log records and paper documents. This mode of system operation is 
rather bulky, requires a lot of routine operations, and complicates retrieving current information. 

The conditions mentioned above make it necessary to upgrade the existing system. Besides that, 
the unique features of the site (e-g., presence of pulse reactors and numerous NM with different 
properties, complicated site structure and paths of NM, and the variety of different handling 
procedures) allow us to consider the reactor and production sites as testbeds for evaluating new 
elements and methods for MPC&A across the entire Russian nuclear weapon complex. 

There were conflicting requirements that had to be met during the design of the computerized 
accounting system. Such requirements include the following. 

Not to interfere with the existing MC&A 
system. control and accounting procedures. 
To preserve the possibility of defining 
personal responsibility for NM at all 
material handling stages. 
To increase the scope and the detail of 
information on each accountable item. 

u To use modem methods and equipment for 

To reduce system dependence on the “human 
factor.” 

To increase operational efficiency in 
retrieving and presenting information on 
accountable items in a real-time mode. 
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To increase reliability, authenticity, and 
continuity in items safekeeping. 
To account for specifics of the site 
involved in active operations. 

m To reduce radiation dose exposure for 
personnel. 

w To test solutions applicable for use at the 
other VNIIEF sites and other MinAtom 
facilities. 

The following principles were applied to creating a computerized system: 

using computer technologies for data processing; 
computerizing measurement procedures, data collection, and information inputs; 
applying objective methods based on nondestructive assay techniques, first of all, 
involving measurements of intrinsic NM radiation; 
using automated methods for continuous verification of item integrity and 
safekeeping; 
implementing stage by stage new methodologies and equipment without interfering 
with existing control and accounting system; 
using modular principle for simplified replication and creating systems through 
modular assembling; 
creating common information environment for data related to material accounting, 
control, and access control. 

System Features 

The MPC&A system for the reactor site consists of following elements: 

global site material balance accountability (MBA) defined by the site fence and 
coinciding with protected area (personnel access zone); 
three local MBAs covering groups of rooms in three site buildings; 
special measurement room (adjacent to MBA #1) where the equipment for selective 
verification of item characterization is located (isotopic composition, radiation 
passports, and weight); 
pedestrian access control point (ACP); 
vehicle ACP; 
room for daily personnel medical check; 
accounting system console, which collects real-time and statistical data on NM and 
issues accounting, overlaid (accompanying), and reporting documents; 
central console of site physical protection system which operates in round the clock 
mode and has communication link with upper (VNIIEF) level; and 
central site dispatch console which deals with routine site operations control: issuing 
permissions for SNM handling, monitoring operations, controlling SNM handling 
procedures, surveying data on NM safekeeping, and personnel information and their 
access to NM. 
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The system’s instrumentation includes a wide variety of devices, modules, communication lines 
with different functional tasks, dimensions, and design features. 

The system incorporates the following kinds of equipment: 

computers and networks; 
personnel access control; 
preparing site badges; 
TV surveillance control; 
bar code reading; 
fissile material (EM) isotopic composition measurement system; 
radiation passport measurement system 
radioactive material movement control in passages (portal monitors); 
personnel monitoring for nuclear materials and metals; 
weighing; 
control of containers in long-term storage (on shelves); 
control of keys; and 
seals and tools. 

Of this equipment, the radiation passport system, the radiation portal monitors, the hand-held 
radiation monitors, the container weight sensor system, and the control cassette for issuing keys 
were designed and fabricated within VNIIEF. 

Figure 1 shows the modifications being made to the personnel access station and the installation 
of a US turnstile. Because this system is being retrofitted into the site, a number of building 
modifications had to be made. In the Fig. 2, the turnstile is ready for routine operation. 



Figure 1. Turnstile being installed at the personnel entrance to the reactor site. 



Figure 2. The completed personnel access station at the reac or site entrance. 

The surveillance camera in Fig. 3 is viewing the vehicle entrance to the site and its image can be 
analyzed in the central control panel room (Fig. 4) located in the site administration building. 
Extensive use is made of surveillance cameras inside the buildings at both sites. 



Figure 3. Outside TV surveillance camera viewing the'vehicle gates at the reactor site. 



Figure 4. The central control panel for viewing all the NM control functions within the site. 

At the main storage building, all containers in transit are logged into the computer system using 
wall-mounted bar code readers (Fig. 5 )  which are connected to the computerized accounting 
system via the site-wide data network. Within the storage rooms, inventories are taken using 
portable bar code readers (Fig. 6).  In addition to bar codes on the containers, VNITEF is testing 
the use of individual weight sensors for each storage location and the use of E-cup seals (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 5. The wall-mounted bar code reader used to log items in or out of the main storage 
vault. 
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The data collection and analysis functions are performed by two distributed information 
computerized systems, “control” and “accounting,” using modern network and software 
technologies. The basic operational system is Microsoft Windows NT. The basis of network 
architecture is that of personal computers with NetBEUI as a basic network protocol. Software 
and data are protected by access system OC NT, which defines groups of users, their rights to 
fulfii operations, or access to data. Computer security is an important concern in the design of 
the two systems. 

The control program, which provides material and control functions, includes routines that service 
the 

central console (CC) (client for the subsystem “control” parts); 
“accounting” system; 
FM movement control modules; 
personnel access systems; 
bar code reading system; 
key control system; 
‘W surveillance;” and 
“location.” 

Software for the central console (integrating center) provides 

displaying mnemonic layouts of the site and buildings, graphic elements of control; 
change of the picture-displaying elements depending on subsystem status; 
receiving data from servers of system control; 
canying out instructions of central console’s operator; and 
automated transmission of instructions to relevant codes. 

The CC provides automated initiation of all servers of system control and tracking their status. 

Software for the accounting subsystem involves 

adatabase, 
a set of procedures stored for access to database tables, 
a library which supports personnel access control, 
a library for communicating with generator of reports (Crystal Reports), and 
a number of executing files, graphic files, and others. 



From the user’s viewpoint, the system is a set of the following applied software: 

the CC of accounting subsystem; 
MBA operator; 
inventory;and 
data-searching subsystem. 

The subsystem takes into account all available materials at the site, keeps track of their movement 
and characteristics change, provides fu l f i i en t  of all accounting procedures, stores each item’s 
history, controls handling materials, and personnel duties. 

Summary 

The two integrated MPC&A systems at the VNIIEF research and production sites are installed 
and have been tested under off-line conditions. They are now ready to be operated in a trial 
operation mode. Training operators and writing operating procedures is underway. VNIIEF is 
developing the regulatory documents needed for continuous routine operation in the future. 

The plan is for these two automated systems to form the basis for additional site systems within 
VNIIEF and across the MinAtom defense facilities. 

The authors express their appreciation to US and Russian participants in this extremely 
comprehensive work on system development. The successful completion of the work has been 
possible because of the joint efforts of many specialists with many different technical skills from 
VNIIEF and US. The working relationships that have developed during the course of these 
projects is best shown by Fig. 8, a joint US/Russian project team photo taken on the grounds of 
the reactor site at Christmas time. 
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Figure 8. A joint UsRussian project team photo taken on the grounds of the reactor site. 
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